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Abstract
This paper presenst an approach for reducing the
problem of ambiguity and imprecision in natural
language requirements specifications with the use of
language quality patterns and guiding rules. To ensure
the applicability of our approach, we study different
sets of requirements documents from several domains.
We further validate our approach by rewriting the
requirements statements derived from these
requirements documents.
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1. Introduction
Requirements engineering, being the core of
software development, is concerned with identifying
the purpose of a software system and the contexts in
which it will be used. It also facilitates effective
communication of the requirements among different
stakeholders, users, and clients. In general, some
requirements are not properly communicated and
documented, which results in incorrectness,
inconsistency,
incompleteness,
and
even
misinterpretation. More importantly, the inherent
ambiguity of natural language is another issue of
requirements represented in natural language.
To reduce the ambiguity in natural language, several
authors have proposed the use of different modeling
techniques and methods as summarised in QUASAR
[3]. Some have even developed a controlled language
for specifying requirements in an almost natural
language [10]. These methods are either the formal
languages expressing the requirements or a set of
procedures formalising the requirements. Formal
languages use precise mathematical notations to
eliminate ambiguity (such as Z and B, VDM, LOTOS,
Petri Nets, etc.) [15].
This paper describes the works that have been done
on analysing several sets of requirements documents in

the aim of producing sets of guiding rules and language
patterns for the use of better analysis of natural
language requirements specifications (NLRSs). From
our analysis, we find that certain keywords such as
“and”, “or”, “and/or”, “but” and “both” have
occasionally contributed to the introduction of
ambiguity and defects. Therefore, the rules and
language patterns are hoped to aid the writing of better
quality requirements with less linguistic inaccuracies
and defects.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 is a
brief literature review of NLRSs. Section 3 describes
rules and language patterns for improving the quality of
NLRSs. Section 4 briefs on the analysis and rewriting
the original requirements process. Finally, Section 5
concludes the content of the report and future work to
be done.

2. Related Work
A survey has been conducted on identifying and
classifying techniques and approaches that claim to
reduce the inherent ambiguities in NLRSs [3]. In
general, these approaches can be classified into three
categories:
• Approaches that define linguistic rules and
analytical keywords [6, 7, 19].
The approaches present Quality Attributes, Model
and Indicators used in evaluating the quality of the
existing NLRSs. Frequently used keywords,
phrases and sentence structures that cause
imprecision are grouped and counted by computer
programs. They are thought to be effective in
detecting defects and ambiguous NLRSs found in
the requirements document.
• Approaches that define guideline-rules [11, 13].
These approaches summarise rules and guidelines
to be adapted in preparing NLRSs. The guidelines
avoid incorrect constructions of NLRSs by
detecting the potential defects and ambiguities in
NLRSs. The definition of rules can be used as a
checklist by a requirement engineer to decide the

correctness of the written NLRSs. This would
avoid the introduction of natural language
ambiguities by restricting the level of freedom in
preparing or writing NLRSs.
• Approaches that define specific language patterns
to be used in writing the NLRSs for different
respective domains [2, 4, 17, 18].
A pattern language is a devised description of
language in a more restricted way. There are
several types of patterns such as architectural
patterns that show the high level architectures of a
software system, design patterns that are focused
on the programming aspects, or even patterns for
project management [16]. The patterns defined by
Ohnishi and by Rolland and Proix [17, 18]
concentrate to lessen the NLRSs imprecision in the
domain of information system and database. Both
Barr and Denger [2, 4] focused on the patterns for
embedded system. Denger even devises a
metamodel for requirements-statements in the
embedded system.
It is worth noting that besides the above three
approaches, others discuss the use of quality
characteristics that are necessary in writing the welldefined NLRSs [12, 8].
Hooks [12] raises the common problem found in
producing the requirements and defined the ways to
prevent them. Moreover, she also conducts an in-depth
survey on the principal sources of defects in NLRSs
and the associated risks. Firesmith [8] summarises a list
of good-quality requirements characteristics and also
the requirements’ problem.
The work from Ambriola and Gervasi [1]
concentrates on achieving high-quality of NLRSs
through CIRCE (Cooperative Interactive RequirementCentric Environment). CIRCE is based on the concept
of successive transformations that are applied to the
requirements, in order to obtain concrete (i.e.,
rendered) views of models extracted from the
requirements.
In this work, we identify general language patterns
that are sufficient enough to reduce the informality,
imprecision and ambiguity of the NLRSs. We focus on
language patterns for sentence parts (phrases or
clauses), and also for complete-sentence patterns.
Based on the studies and analysis on the imprecise and
ambiguous requirements statements in the requirements
documents [20, 21, 22, 23, 24], we produce a set of
language patterns along with their corresponding
transformation process in order to reduce the
requirements defects. The idea is to transform some
ambiguous NLRSs into more simplistic (in terms of
less ambiguous) ones. We use rules of inferences to
prove the reliability of the transformations. On the
other hand, our guiding rules are built up on top of the
Denger’s authoring rules [2] by extending and adding

more guiding rules to be used along with the language
patterns. The rules basically describe how to use
natural language in writing the requirements whereas
the patterns restrict the writing freedom in the purpose
of reducing imprecision and ambiguity of NLRSs.

3. Language Patterns and Guiding Rules
This section presents the excerpt of the language
patterns and guiding rules that are applicable in general
writing of NLRSs in most domains.

3.1 Language Patterns
We examined several case studies and real
requirements documents [20, 21, 22, 23, and 24] and
extracted NLRS writing schemes. Unlike previous
works [2, 4, 17, 18] that concentrate on specific
domains, we develop general standardised language
patterns that are applicable in most domains and
adaptable in the process of writing NLRSs.
In our studies of real requirements documents, we
notice the frequent use of “and”, “or”, “and/or”, “but”
and “both” has caused the introduction of inherent
ambiguity in requirements statements. To facilitate our
explanation and due to space limitation, we concentrate
on describing a variety of “and” and “or” patterns and a
few other general patterns in this paper. The full set of
language patterns can be found in the first author’s
technical report [25].
3.1.1 AND Pattern. The word “and” is generally
and always used to represent several combinations of
requirements in one requirements statement. From the
analysis on the requirements documents, the use of
“and” in requirements statements have occasionally
made the requirements implicitly ambiguous. For
instance:
E.g. An authorised user shall be able to connect to
the database server at ease and at will.
There are also requirements statements that use
comma “,” to list down sets of requirements. Therefore,
comma is commonly treated to be similar to “and”.
The use of “but” in writing the requirements statement
may cause different interpretations as well. For
instance:
E.g. The LVL1 result will also provide secondary
RoIs which did not pass the thresholds, but do pass
lower thresholds.
Hence, we suggest to avoid the use of “but”.
Instead of “but”, use “and” since “but” is just another
way of saying “and” [25].
Table 1 summarises the sets of “and” and “if and
only if” language patterns. The table’s left-hand-side
column describes the patterns generally adapted in

existing requirements documents. The table’s middle
column illustrates our language patterns transformation.
The table’s right-hand-side column gives our language
patterns.

The following abbreviations are used in this table:
GAND = Generic AND Pattern, CACP = Compound
AND Condition Pattern, and IFFP= If and Only If
Pattern. It is worth noting that CACP3, CACP4, and
CACP5 are patterns for Negation AND.

Let: - R be the requirement statement, and R1 , R 2 ,… Rn are the requirements set.
- S be the reaction implied by R , and S 1 , S 2 ,… Sn are the reactions set.
- C be the condition to R , and C 1 , C 2 ,… Cn are the conditions set.
Table 1. AND and IFF Language Patterns
Patterns
found
in
Requirements Documents
R1 , R 2 ,… and Rn

Suggestion to the Language
Patterns Transformation
GAND:- R1
- R2
-…
- Rn

Trivial

C1
Cn

and

CACP1:
C1 then S

(C1 ∧ C 2 → S ) ⇔ ((C1 → S ) ∨ (C 2 → S ))

then

S

or

S1

CACP2:
C then S 1 and

C2

… and

C
then

S2

and

C2

C
{Not | Never | Neither}
( C 1 {and | nor } C 2 )

S

then

{Not | Never }

C1

C2
then S
and

C1

and

}
then

C

then

{Not | Never

S

if and only if

¬C 1
¬C 2

⇔C
S

then

S

CACP4:
¬C 1 then

S

then

CACP5:
C1 then S or
IFFP:
C then

¬C

S

or

C2

S

then

and

then

S1

and

C

then

S2

¬(C1 ∧ C 2 ) → S ⇔ (¬C1 → S ) ∧ (¬C 2 → S )
⇔ ¬C1 then S and
¬C 2 then S

(¬C1 ∧ C 2 ) → S ⇔ (¬C1 → S ) ∨ (C 2 → S )
or

S

then

then

(C → S 1 ∧ S 2 ) ⇔ ((C → S 1) ∧ (C → S 2 ))

S2

then

¬C 2
S

⇔ C1

S

CACP3:

C2
C2

then

GAND:- R1
- R2
-…
- Rn

S

S

and

then

¬S

⇔ ¬C 1

then

S

or

C2

then

S

(C1 ∧ ¬C 2 ) → S ⇔ (C1 → S ) ∨ (¬C 2 → S )
⇔ C1

then

S

or

¬C 2

then

S

C ↔ S ⇔ (C → S ) ∧ (¬C → ¬S )
⇔ C then S and ¬C then ¬S

CACP1 describes several or compound conditions that should occur before the system can trigger a reaction or response in
return. CACP2 describes the occurrence of a specific condition will cause the system triggers several or compound
reactions or responses in return. CACP3 describes the compound of negated conditions in which when they occur, the
system will trigger a specific reaction or action in return. CACP4 and CACP5 describe the occurrence one particular
negated condition will cause the system to trigger a specific reaction in return. IFFP describes if the condition is true then
the system will trigger a specific reaction in return. If the negated condition occurs, then the system will trigger another
reaction to it.

3.1.2 OR Pattern. We observe that the improper
uses of “or”, “/”, or “and/or” in writing requirements
statements have also contributed in introducing the
inherent ambiguity in NLRSs. They occasionally cause
an open and subjective interpretation in realising the
requirement. For instance:
E.g. The user shall either be trusted or not trusted.
Besides that, the use of “and/or” should also be
avoided in writing requirements statements due to its
inherent defects it may cause. For instance:
E.g. An authorised user shall have the ability to edit
and/or void a log entry.

Since “and/or” is logically the same with “or” [25],
therefore a proper use of “or” is preferable instead of
“and/or”.
Table 2 summarises the sets of “or” language
patterns. The table’s left hand side column describes
the patterns generally adapted in existing requirements
documents. The table’s middle column illustrates our
language patterns transformation. and the table’s right
hand column devises our language patterns. The
following abbreviations are used in this table: GOR =
Generic OR Pattern and COCP = Compound OR
Condition Pattern. It is worth noting that COCP5,
COCP6, and COCP7 are patterns for Negation OR.

Table 2. OR Language Patterns
Patterns
found
in
Requirements
Documents
R1 or R 2 … or Rn

Suggestion
to
the
Language
Patterns
Transformation
GOR: R1 or R 2 or …

Trivial

R1 or R 2

or …

Rn

Rn
C1

or

then

S

C2

… or

(C1 ∨ C 2 ) → S ⇔ ((C1 → S ) ∧ (C 2 → S ))

COCP1:
- C 1 then

Cn

S
- C 2 then S

⇔ C 1 then S and C 2 then S
And according to GAND rule, it can be simplified to:
- C 1 then S

-…

- C 2 then
-…

C

then

S1

or

C
C→S
otherwise }

C → S1

{

then

S2

else

|

COCP3:

else

|

COCP4:

S
{

otherwise }

S2

(C → S 1) ∨ (C → S )
(C → S 1) ∨ (C → S 2 )

{Not | Never | Neither}
( C 1 {or | nor } C 2 )

COCP5:
¬C 1 then

then S
{Not | Never }
C1 or C 2

then S
COCP6:
¬C 1 then

then

S

C1

or

}
then

S

C2
C2

C → (S 1 ∨ S 2 ) ⇔ ((C → S 1) ∨ (C → S 2 ))
⇔ C then S 1 or C then S 2

COCP2:
C then S 1 or

S2

{Not | Never

then

S

S
S

or

then

S

¬C 2

(C → S 1) ∨ (C → S )
(C → S 1) ∨ (C → S 2 )
¬(C1 ∨ C 2 ) → S ⇔ (¬C1 → S ) ∨ (¬C 2 → S )
⇔ ¬C1 then S or ¬C 2 then S

(¬C1 ∨ C 2 ) → S ⇔ (¬C1 → S ) ∧ (C 2 → S )
and

COCP7:
C1 then S and

¬C 2

S

⇔ ¬C 1

then

S

and

C2

then

S

(C1 ∨ ¬C 2 ) → S ⇔ (C1 → S ) ∧ (¬C 2 → S )
⇔ C1

then

S

and

¬C 2

then

S

COCP1 describes several or compound conditions that should occur before the system can trigger a reaction or response in
return. COCP2 describes the occurrence of a specific condition will cause the system to trigger several or compound
reactions or responses in return. COCP3 and COCP4 describe the occurrence of a specific condition will cause the system
to trigger appropriate reaction. However, if the condition is negated, the system must trigger another response or action.
COCP5, COCP6 and COCP7 describe the combined occurrence of negated conditions will cause the system to trigger
specific reaction in return.

3.1.3 Some Other Patterns. Two of the general
sentence patterns can be found in Table 3. These
patterns should be adapted as guidelines in preparing
the NLRSs. GP (Generic Pattern) is meant for writing a
simple and affirmative requirements statement whereas
GNP (Generic Negated Pattern) is for a negated
requirement.
ECP1, ECP2 and ECP3 (Event Condition Pattern)
are patterns designed to enable the different ways of
representing requirements that are caused by some
events and conditions. Denger has also defined sets of
event patterns in his work [4, 5]. He clarifies that there
is a difference between an event and a condition. An
event is a change in the value of a variable in the
system state; whereas a condition concerns the value of
that variable[5]. Nevertheless, we design the ECP1,
ECP2, and ECP3 that are commonly adaptable to
writing requirements statement that is caused by either
an event or a condition.

TP1, TP2, TP3, and TP4 (Time Pattern) are the
patterns to be adapted in writing requirements that
concern with time.
We suggest that a clause(s) or a phrase(s) should be
taken as guided reference tailored to the requirements.
This will eliminate the informality or ambiguity caused
by long sentences (due to the occurrence of clauses or
phrases) [25].
The following notation conventions are used: sans
serif term refers to textual element, a boldface sans
serif term refers to the definition of the language
pattern, capitalised sans serif term refers to the
definition part of speech that should be in place, a
lower-case sans serif term refers to the possible role of
instantiations of a language pattern element, an italic
boldface serif refers to occurrence of text elements in
the pattern. The serif term inside curly braces “{ }” and
“[ ]” refers to optional pattern element.

Table 3. Some Other Patterns
GP:
Generic
Patterns

NOUN_PHRASE (variable | actor | receiver) {MV | PV} [VERB]
(action) COMPLEMENT
GNP: NOUN_PHRASE (variable | actor | receiver) {MV | PV} not [VERB]
(action) NOUN_PHRASE

Condition:

Event
Condition
Patterns

Time
Patterns

Clause
Patterns

{Unless | If | When} (conjunction) NOUN_PHRASE (variable |
actor | receiver) [MV | PV] VERB (action) [COMPLEMENT]
ECP1: Condition, GP
ECP2: GP Condition
ECP3: GNP Condition
TP1:
TP2:
TP3:
TP4:

{within} TIME_UNIT
[for] {at least | at most} [DATA_UNIT]
{as soon as | as long as …} ADJECTIVE
{for | of} { [not | no] {more| less} than } TIME_UNIT

Subordinate Clause (Sub_Clause) 1:
{that | which} VERB [COMPLEMENT]
Subordinate Clause (Sub_Clause) 2:
{but | as | since | while | where } NOUN_PHRASE VERB [COMPLEMENT]
Subordinate Clause (Sub_Clause) 3:
{in order to | in [the] case of | such that | regardless [of] | given that |…}
NOUN_PHRASE VERB [COMPLEMENT]

3.2 Guiding Rules
Our guiding rules are built up on top of the
authoring rules [4]. We add more rules to be used
together with the language patterns. The majority of the
rules are produced based on the analysis on different
sets of requirements documents [20, 21, 22, 23, 24],
with a few derived from the literature review discussed
in Section 2.
The rules are intended to be used along with the
language patterns in order to maximise the reduction of
ambiguity and possible introduction of imprecision in
writing the NLRSs. Therefore, the requirements writer
must consider these rules when applying the language
patterns.
Due to the space restriction, we present only some
of the guiding rules (a more detailed description can be
found in [25]) as below:
[Rule 1] Use simple affirmative declarative sentence
that consists only 1 main verb [13].
[Rule 2] Avoid writing requirement sentences in
passive voice [11].
[Rule 3] Rewrite sentence of the type “There should be
X in Y” or “X should exist in Y” into “Y
should have X” [13]
[Rule 4] Avoid requirement sentences that contain
subjective option in realising the requirement
(keywords such as “either”, “whether”,
“otherwise”, etc. shall be avoided) [25]
[Rule 5] Avoid the use of keywords such as
“eventually”, “at last”, etc. [25].
[Rule 6] Avoid the use of keywords such as
“maximum”, “minimum”, etc. Alternatively,
use “at most”, “at least” followed by specific
X data or time unit (as defined in TP2) [25].
[Rule 7] To reduce the possibility of arising ambiguity,
avoid the use of “both”, since “both” is just
simply “and” [25].
[Rule 8] Avoid the use of keyword “but”. Since “but”
is just another way of saying “and”, therefore
use only “and” instead of “but” [25].
[Rule 9] Avoid the use of “/” in writing the
requirements statements. Alternatively, use
only “or” instead of “/” [25].
[Rule 10] Avoid the use of “and/or” in writing
requirements statements. Alternatively, use
only “or” instead of “and/or” because they
carry the same logical interpretation [25].
[Rule 11] Avoid the use of unnecessary conjunctions
that work as additional commentary to the
requirements statements. The following
conjunctions shall be avoided such as “not
only”, “but also”, etc. [25].
[Rule 12] Avoid the use of brackets or parentheses “(
)”, “{ }”, “[ ]” due to the ambiguity it may
cause. It is generally difficult to interpret

whether the parentheses contain optional
information or even multiple requirements
[25].
[Rule 13] Define a glossary to explain important terms
and nominalisations that are used in the
requirements statements [11].
[Rule 14] Define an acronym list to explain the used
acronyms in the requirements statements
[11].
[Rule 15] Define an abbreviation list to explain the
used abbreviations in the requirements
statements [11].
We realise the aspects as listed in “[Rule 13]”,
“[Rule 14]”, and “[Rule 15]” should be followed so
that the requirements writer can differentiate between
real requirements and referenced information tailored
to the requirements.

4. Validation: Analysis and Rewriting the
Original Requirements
We validated the guiding rules and our suggested
patterns by rewriting existing requirements documents
using the guiding rules and patterns.
Before we rewrote the requirements, the
requirements statements from the original requirements
documents and case studies were studied to identify the
possible defects and imprecision. The original
requirements were reviewed by referring to the guiding
rules. Whenever the original requirements statement
violated a rule, the nature of the violation was then
noted. Then, we rewrote the statements by adapting to
our suggested language pattern. The following are
some examples of the original requirements statements:
R1. When a client makes a one-way send, the server
must eventually receive data.
The requirement does not specify the type of data (oneway send or other type of send) and exactly when the
server must receive. As long as the server receives the
data, then the requirement is fulfilled. Unfortunately,
the client won’t be aware when the server will be
receiving the data. The recommendation to rewrite the
requirements statement is:
R1. When a client makes a one-way send, the server
must receive the one-way send data.
Or alternatively:
R1. When a client makes a one-way send, the server
must receive the sent data.
R2. The system shall return minimum results to the
user.
The above example shows a vague and ambiguous
requirement caused by keyword “minimum”. The
system will never be able to decide itself the number of
results and the type of results it has to return to the

user. Adapting to “[Rule 6]”, GP and GAND patterns,
the recommendation to rewrite the requirements
statement is:
R2. The system shall return at least 1 search-result to
the user.
R3. A reward system must be established not only for
the teams of employees, but also for organisations.
Since the conjunctions serve only as additional
commentary to the requirements statement, they should
be discarded. Adapting to “[Rule 11]”, GP and GAND
patterns, the recommendation to rewrite the
requirements statement according to the rules and
language pattern is:
R3.1. A reward system must be established for the
teams of employees.
R3.2. A reward system must be established for the
organisations.
R4 Neither if the system receives the requested data
nor the one-way sent data within 24 hours, then the
system must automatically alert the user.
We rewrote the statement to be more precise by
adapting to COCP5 pattern as shown below:
R4.1 If the system doesn’t receive the requested data
within 24 hours, then the system must
automatically prompt an alert message to the
user
R4.2 If the system doesn’t receive the one-way data
within 24 hours, then the system must
automatically prompt an alert message to the
user
Due to the space limitation, we can only describe
the validation and rewritten process by using 4
examples of ambiguous requirements found on the
existing requirements documents and case studies [20,
21, 22, 23, 24]. More examples and rewritten
requirements can be found in the first author’s
Technical Report [25].

This research work will further continue on
developing a system coined SREE (Systemised
Requirements Engineering Environment). SREE that
incorporates all our suggested language patterns, is
mainly designated as an environment for the analysis of
natural language requirements. SREE is expected as a
work companion for the requirements engineer or
software developers that reads NLRSs as inputs and in
anticipation, produces views on different aspects of
requirements (such as requirements specification to be
presented in diagrammatic ways). One may also think
of SREE as Requirements Management tool.
Overview of the transformation of Higher Quality
NLRSs to be incorporated in SREE:
• First, the requirements document is analysed,
sorted and rewritten into a set of structured
requirements sentences by applying the guiding
rules and language patterns
• Next, the produced structured and unambiguous
requirements will be parsed and tagged by an
automated tool.
• The parsed attributes of the requirements will be
represented in diagrammatic notations as modeling
aid.

Requirements
Document

------------------

Requirements
Documents

Authoring Rules
&
Language Patterns

Structured
Requirements
Sentences

• ___________
• ___________
• ___________
• ___________
• ___________
• ___________

Requirements Sentence will be restructured
according to the formulated Natural Language
Patterns and Authoring Rules for Requirements

5. Conclusion and Future Direction
We address the current research work in defining
guiding rules and our suggested language patterns to be
used in writing the NLRSs. The introduced rules and
language patterns are developed from the studies of
several sets of requirements documents and series of
literature reviews and NLRS state of practice.
We validate the usefulness and applicability of the
guiding rules and suggested language patterns by
rewriting the ambiguous requirements sentences
applying both the language patterns and rules.

Structured Requirements Sentences will
be represented in diagrammatic notations
for understandable viewing purposes.

Figure 1. Improving the qualtiy of NLRSs
through natural language requirements patterns
SREE is also expected to be highly adaptable to
different applications domains and requirements. It will
later be tested in a new product development
environment so that the effects on the process can be

monitored. We expect that the combination use of the
tool and requirements engineer as the human inspectors
will achieve the best maximum result of engineering
the software requirements.
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